The dynamic response to a westerly wind burst which occurred during the Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment in the warm pool of the equatorial Pacific Ocean is described using velocity, hydrography, and microstructure measurements. Turbulent fluxes distributed momentum input from the wind over • near-surface l•yer of v•ri•ble thickness. Coriolis •nd pressure gradient terms combined to induce a wavelike response whose frequency was close to the local inertial frequency. Wind stress variations on near-inertial timescales interfered both constructively and destructively with the wave response, exerting considerable influence on the observed currents.
Our preferred method of operation was to steam slowly into the wind, making as little way over land as possible while maintaining ship steering capability. This provided unobstructed measurements of surface meteorology for all of the mast-mounted sensors on the bow. To stay within 10 km of the surface mooring, however, we periodically had to make downwind runs. While this means of deployment has been straightforward in many other locations, the strong and intermittent squalls that dominated the surface forcing during the wind burst created considerable ship-handling difficulties. The wind signature of line squalls resulted in a dramatic increase in ship-based observed wind from background (5 m s -•, for example) to more than 20 m s -• in a period of several minutes. Once the peak wind had passed, there followed turbulent gusts from all directions. This caused us two serious problems.
While deploying CHAMELEON from the stern, the squall front wind sometimes forced the ship backward; in one squall in which instantaneous wind speeds of 34 m s-• were observed, the ship actually was forced backward over CHAMELEON, leaving it stuck beneath the ship. Thanks to quick thinking and perseverance by some members of our group, we were able to recover it with only minor damage. We had also deployed a surface layer, instrumented platform alongside the ship. However, in a squall with especially energetic turbulent gusts in which the wind increased by 20 m s -• and changed direction by 90 o in a period of about 15 s, the ship was driven sideways into the platform, destroying it and resulting in a dramatic nighttime recovery on Christmas Eve.
Overview
In this section, we present an overview of the data gathered during the cruise, reserving detailed analysis and interpretation for later sections. In cruise-averaged profiles, potential temperature 0, salinity S, and potential density er 0 were nearly constant over the upper 60 m we see no indication of the "barrier layer" (i.e., a thin layer of stable haline stratification in a region of negligible thermal stratification, thus a "barrier" to the vertical mixing of heat) found by Lukas and Lindstrom [1991] . However, density stratification due to salinity differences is generally of similar magnitude to that due to temperature differences, so we expect salt stratification to play an important role in governing the response to surface forcing (SHM2). 
